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CESAR GUERRERO 

BOTH A GARDEN OF EDEN ECONOMY AND THE SAMUELSON 
CASE ECONOMY CAN ACHIEVE THE GOLDEN RULE 



We shO\v a very simple and standard overlapping generation model starLjng in tht' Garden 
of Elkn. in \Vhich a pseudo-equilibrium optimal path nol only converges to the Golden 
Rule hut also reaches that intcrtemporalJy optimal equilibrium. This constitutes an 
alternative proposal to the '"Samuelson Impossibility Theorem," conjectured in Samuelson 
( 1958) and proven en Gale ( 1973). Samuelson also unfolded the ··f nfinity Paradox 
Revealed." h1cing the idea that in order to make sense of the Oolden Ruic. it was necessary 
that some young people be debtors. We then prescnl here an allernativc common sense 
interpretation, so that the·Gol<len Ruic is not paradoxical and has no need for governmental 
action. for both the Garden of Eden economy and the general case with arbitrary initial 
conditions. Thus, in the general Samuelson Case, there is a common sense pseudo
equilibrium optimal path that instead of converging tu the no-trade equilibrium -as it \Vas 

proven in Gale ( 1973)- which is not optimal_ reaches the Golden Rule sooner or later. 

Resumen 

Exhihimos un modclo simple de gencraciones solapadas que comicnza en cl Jardin del 
F:dcn. en el cual un pseudo-equilibrio no solamente converge a la Regla de Oro sino que la 
economia alcanza esa RegJa de Oro en el primer periodo. Esto constituye una 
conlrapropucsta de! llamado ''Samuelson Impossibility Theorem." cor\jeturado por 
Samuelson ( 1958) y prohado por Gale (1973 ). Samuelson tam bi en sac6 a relucir la Hamada 
··JnJinity Paradox Revealed." en la cual sc afinna que para que la Regla de Oro lenga 
sentido ccon6mico era necesaria la prcsencia de j6venes deudores. Presentamos nosotros 
aqui una interpretacion allernativa <le sentido comi"m, de modo que la Regla de Oro deja de 
ser paradl",jica y no necesita de la accion guhernamental, tanto para el caso de la economia 
tipo Jardin <lei Eden como para cl caso mas general con condiciones iniciales arbitrarias. De 
csla mancnt, en el llamado Caso Samud.son. existe un pscudo-equilibrio queen vez de 
convcrger al equilibrio cstacionariu en el que no hay intercambio -ta! como fuc prohado en 
Gale ( 1973 )- ~I cual no es optima, alcanza la Rcgla de Oro tarde o temprano. 



I. Introduction 

In Lhe paper by Samuelson ( 1958) an OLG economy with hom.ogcneous agents endowed 
with one unit of a perishable guod in the first period of Lheir lives and nothing in the 
second period was consi(.kred. in order to present a genernl Cl}Liilihrium l'.Xplanation uf 
positive interest rates. /\'.S is ,vd! knmvn by now, Samuelson found that an equilibrium 
interest rate exists which is equal lo the growth rate of the population V.'hencwr the 
economy either starts with yow1g and old people or has no beginning. Furthermore. it 
was sugg~sted that the economy in that equilibrium was optimal, formally established 
and proven in Starret (l 972). Nevertheless, understanding whether this result had a 
common sense interpretation from an economic point of view was an issue, suggesting 
that the non-trade program. a non•optimal equilibrium, is the most rcasonahlc result in 
this economy. ln addition to this point in question, and profoundly connected with it, 
it was conjectured thal if the economy starts with only young people then, the grow1h 
rate cannot be the equilibrium interest rate aml the economy cannot converge lo the 
(foldcn Rule, and the economy stays in the non-trndt! program forever. This la.st fact \.Vas 

formally proven in Gale ( 1973 ). Also. in this last paper, it is remarked that Samuelson\; 
examples "have characteristics exactly opposite to those considered to be typical hy 
fisher an<l Dohm Bawerk. Instead of impatient people whose income is delayed, he 
considers people who receive income in the early periods of their lives but none al 

the end." Thus. apparently, <lue to Bohm 's third reason of positive interest rates, 1 it 
was understood that negative interest rates were a natural consequence in that world, 
the "Samuelson Case,'' as Gale called it. And in fact, this was obtained in lhe three 
period example by Samuelson. furthermore, Oak proved that in the more general two 
period "Samuel.son Case'' (lln OLG economy starting with young and old people or 
\'-'ith no beginning. such that the first period t!nd0Vv111ent is larger Lhan the first period 
consumption in the Golden Rule program). the economy converges toward the no-trade 
sl~ady state, and due to Bohm's third reason of positive interest rates and impatience to 
spend income, il is argued that Samudson's world is probably not the one we live in. 

In this paper, we present an OLG economy sta11ing with only young people ~• 
time zero, which is sometimes referred to as starting with Adam and Fvc. so th~t there 
t'Xists a pseudo-equilibrium (following the denomination of Radncr ( 1972)) that not 
only converges to the Golden Rule hut also reaches that steady state from the inilial pe
riod ol' the economy. In addition, vve then present a common sense interpretation from 
an economic point of view so that the Golden Rule can be reached in a decentralized 
way, as an intertemporaly optimal stationary equilibrium. Furthermore, and most im
portantly. given that an economy starting in the Garden of .Eden is nol interesting in 

1 Income is more available if one is willing lo wait for it, or in other words, net productivity. 
Implicilly, it is assumed that income is scarce in the early periods and plentiful in lmer years. Apparently, 
du~ to the demand\ low, present prices arL' high at firsl ;ind fall as lime goes on, and thus the contrary in 
the opposite case. This is not necessarily lrne in this model. but nor controversial, as the present study 
sho\v~. 
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itsclL1 Lhis interpretation is triviaJly cxlended to the general two period ""Samuelson 
Case,·· so that a pseudo-equilibrium exists thaL reaches the Golden Rule sooner or later 
as wdl. 

The 1,;rucial motivations for these results are the follow"ing. First, we hold that 
a Garden of Fdcn OLG economy would never stay in the non-trade program, because 
if people consume zero in Lhe second period. it would be a sort of collective suicide; 
allhough the non-Lrade program may he an equilibrium program for the economy, this 
is not a reasonable oulcome.; Secrn1u, and more importantly, if one assumes that the 
Samuelson Case is the most reasonable assumption in ordn to face practical problems 
by m~ans of a two p1:.riod OI .G mo<ld (we argue that this should be the case in general), 
il was proven that an equilibriLUn in the "Samuelson Case" c.onverges to the non-optimal 
non-trade prognun. Once again, we believe that il is not reasonable to expcel an or .Ci 
economy to converge to a program that represents a collective suicide. 

In this sense, our paper can be seen as an argument against the impossibility the
orem and an argument in support of Samuelson's point of view. We provide a common 
sense interpretation so that the Golden Ruk program is the most reasonable outcome in 
both the Garden of the Eden and the more general two period "Samuelson Case.·• As 
will be clear from our description, Samuelson's point of view is not in total opposition 
to Fisher and Bohrn Dawerk 's point of view: Besides the impatience to spend income, 
which does not matter in order to dcs1,;ribe positive interest rates, 4 net productivity in a 
broader sense is perfectly compatible with a Samuelson world. 

On the other hand. if one is willing to simplify real Iile such that a two period 
OLCr economy will be used to describe some of its facts, indeed the Samuelson case is 
the most reasonable assumption: Apart from the minimal proportion of people thal are 
born rich (they do nol need to work or save), the great majority have to work during their 
youth (this is the endowment in the first period), and have almost nothing or nothing 
al all for their old age because they arc useless or almost useless for the market (zero 
endowment in the St!cond period or almost zero). 

Of course, in our interpretation, a reasonable optimal path will he a pseudo- equi
librium: We allow for the free disposal property to hold, that is, neither the consumer 
constraint condition nor Lhe market clearing condition are required to hold with equality. 
lndeed, we do nut think that, a priori, one should impose any of these conditions with 
equality. In this sense, although it is not our main objective, this paper can also be seen 
as an argument in favor of disequilibrium analysis. 

2 H is not our concern here to sludy whether the real world started in the Garden of Eden or not. 
!'or the sake of application~. it is more reasonable to i:,msider young imd old people at time zero (in 
a Samuelson world, we argue), the starling time of th!.! problem under consideration. Neve11hekss, if 
we consider the extreme c11sc in which the endowment is ( 1. 0), as we do and most of the papers fo.ted 
in Section II do, at any time the economy is like in a Gurden of Eden economy, becuuse the 11011-Lrnde 
program is a steady state (the old people consume nothing. so that the situation is as if they do not exist}. 

: Moreover, and perhaps an even stronger motivation for the results of this papcL is that in Lin: 
mos! reasonables c;,ises, the 11011-lracte program cannot be an ste11dy state .:4uilibrium. Sec Section IIL 
Re1rnirk '..!. 

1 The equilibrium intere:,l rate in both ca ... l'.s, the Samuelson Case nm.I the Classical case, is totally 
irn.kpendenr of people's prefercuees. 
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People with common sense would prefer to throw awc1y goous if in exchc1ngc 
they could survive during the second period and. assuming this. positive interest rates 
arc not only a natural consequence hut also very convenient and almost a necessity. ii' 
the population is growing. 

Let us extcud our argument by imagining \\·hat \1vould happen in a real sitllation 
like om OLG economy. If we were indeed embedded in the first generation of an OLG 
economy like the one desc-ribed above ( let's suppose that we are Adam and Eve and 
we can work in the first period of our lives to obtain a unit of a perishable good. ont' 
banana so to speak. but when aged we cannot work our land anymore becaust' \Ve are 
too tired to do it) then we would try to invent <1 vvay Lo save in order lo not starve during 
th~ second period. Clearly enough, if we do not find that way to save, we die just at the 
beginning of the second period, not because ul" natural death, but because of starvation. 
5 Imagine one intelligent member of that first gc.neration, Mr. Smart, tells the otht!rs: 
•• I will create a bond that promises to pay one plus -the growth rate- bananas tomorrow 
per banana today to the holder if the holder gives me one banana today. In addition, 
an institut1on will be the intermediary between the holder and a new young agenl of 
the next generation, in order to make the market credible for the next generation. The 
holder will then go to the inslilution when he is old, and wiJJ receive his savings.'' 

That intclligt!nt agent would continue explaining to the others (lo the only parl
ner. ii' you prefer) that: '"This is possible bt!cause if we plan lo have as many children 
as the bananas the bond promises to pay, our children at the end of their first period will 
be perfectly willing tu forgo their bananas; if not they would starve without that picr.:.e 
of paper -the bond-. Our children will sec that the system works since their parents can 
survive hy means uf these bonds.'' 

The other agents of that first generation may ask: "Why do you need our ba
nanas? oz; What will you du with them?" Mr. Smart may answer: "Your bananas 
joinlly with my banana is the creation cost of the bonds and the institution." On the 
other hand, the others may say: "Rut then how will the cosl of the new bonds in the 
future be financed ?" Mr. Smart replies: "OK, yuu are right, l am lying. There is no 
such a cost. I3ut in order tu not starve we r.:.an do at least two things. First, we can throw 
away part of our bananas in order to make our children bclitwe in the bonds. They will 
see Lhat we go to the institution, forgo our bananas (these bananas will be gone}, and 
hence obtain our bonds before they slart working. Furthem1orc, they will sec that by 
means of those bonds their parents can survive when aged. Second. we can lie hy tc11ing 
them that we have paid for those bonds and face the risk of our L:hildren 's skepticism. 
I suggest the first option. But in any cast\ think of the following situation. We can lry 
Lu solve our future by means of the creation of those honds, even without being sure of 
its success, or we can eat al I our bananas today and accept starvation." <, 

-----
~. Of course, there is no wlly to think of a rmirket for the goods "bananas today" and "bananas 

tomorrow." because all of them want to save. no 011c is willing to borrow. This fact wa~ exactly what 
bothered Samuelson. 

1
' Instead of bonds. we can think that Mr Smart may invent another type of piece of paper: Money. 

We prefer bonds because in this context positive interest rates are better understood. Money cannot 
prom isc a positive interest rnte and with 111oncy we may need lo think of people as tradin/;!, goods, a fact 
hardly juslifoibly in this 111odel, as we remarked in the Footnote 3. 

3 
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Some comments in relation to our l'ictitious story are in ordci: First, it is clear 
that ,ve arc introducing an additional decision: People choose v-,,hcther to create the 
bonds am! the institution or to die just ailer their youth. This decision-making prohlem 
is not initially in the muc.lel. We will not try to giw a general theory to describe this 
decision. We will only present an example. Second, from analyzing our story, one may 
feel that some of its elements are not contemplated in the OLG mu<ld by Samuelson, 
the bonds and the institution - a Bank. lefs say-. However. if we suppose that neither of 
these two clements imply a cost, as we do. there is no inconsistency. Indeed, from the 
outseL the model assumes lhe possibility of transferring value from the period of youth 
to the period of old age without cost. 7 Third, we have to nok that the model considers 
homogeneous agents so we should assume that all the agents arc able to reason as Mr 
Smart dues. I Iowever, further reasoning shows that this last consideration, inslead of 
being dangerous to m1r argument, reinforces it. finally, and deeply connected with 
the l'irsl three comments. it is important to note that v.·e need to describe the agent's 
preferences on the two non consumption goods of our new economy: The bond (which 
implies throwing away bananas in principle) and death when young, so lo speak. 

Clearly enough, there arc al least two possible outcomes in this economy: One, 
when people arc not willing to helievc that the bonds will work as a means of transfer
ring value and prefer to die when they are young ( the non-trade stationary equilihrium 
that Samuelson ( 1958) and Gale ( 1973) found);K and second, a common sense pseudo
equilibrium in which they prefer bonds over death such that in the first period people 
throw· away bananas into the sea (only Adam and Eve) and from the outset the economy 
reaches the Golden Rule, as we will show in Section IV 

The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section JI we comment on some related 
literature. Section 11 I formally presents the model and in Section JV the two main results 
of this paper arc shown. In Section V we add some final remarks. 

II. Related Literature 

As far as we know, there are no antecedents of studies dealing with the paradoxical fact 
of the non-convergence to the Golden Rule if the OLG economy starts with Adam and 
Eve. Ci-ale ( 1973), instead of consickring this fact a sort of collective suicide, provided 
a logical argument. On the other hand, the opLimality properly of the Golden Rule has 
heen extensively studied and discussed. Starting wiLh Samuelson ( 1958), the following 
series of papers have been written regarding this point: ? Cass and Yaari ( 1966), Lerner 
(1959a, b), Meckling (l960a, b), Samuelson (1959, 1960). Phelps (1961), Thompson 
( 1967) and Starret (1972). This topic, al least the formal statement, is clearly understood 

7 In any case it is clear that we can introduce these costs by thinking tlml people will work both 
their land and in the bank when young. Perhaps, producing less bananas than i r they were working, the 
land full-lime, but creating the possibility to transfer value by means of the bonds and the institution. In 
th is way, ont: can think that among Lhese costs there is net profit for the bank, as there is in real life_ The 
explicit introduction of these elements would complicate the model unnecessarily: 

·' Although. as we have already noted. this equilibrium may not exist. Sec Section Ill, Re111ark 2. 
!, 0fcour·se, we do nol pretend lo present a complete 1:1ccounr of this literature 
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by no\V. Neve11hclcss, we present a very transparent and intuitive interpretation for ,1 

class or utility functions to which our example belongs, sho\ved in Section V. finally, 
regarding the "iniinily paradox reveaktL '' apart from Samuelson (I 958), this problem 
is ck:.1rly highlighted and considered in Cass and Yaari (l 966). In the.ir opinion. it 
does not have a solution, that is, it is not possible to imagint\ any type of trade in this 
economy. Actually, they consider the possibility of a financial intermediary, hut they 
reject it on the basis of the following argument: "The outlook seems rosy until one 
takes a brief look at t.hc balance sheet of our financial intermediary: The ha lance shl'el 
as of the end of period t shows zero assets and liabilities of s( 1 I 11)

1 
_ici where .'i is 1he 

(stationary) saving ratio of people in their iirsl period of life. This means that at the end 
of period l the net worth of the intermediary is given by -s(l + nl. Now by not doing 
anylhing (that is, by shutting down) the inlermediary can guarantee itself and worth of 
zero and su une might argue that it will never choose to engage in the aforementioned 
transaccions. '' ( Cass and Yaari (l 966 ), page 360). We oiler another panorama of the 
sihrntion which considers two important points. 

First, we must see if this business is profitable for the banker. It seems to us 
that this is exactly what bothered Cass and Yaari. In cflect, until the banker is able to 
recei vc the new assets, the net worth of the bank is negative. However, it is important 
to consider that he is not forced to pay the liabilities before that moment. Nevertheless, 
at the time the obligations have to be pai<l, he will be receiving the new assets and thus, 
will he able to pay them . Therefore, one could think that the bank is making zero 
pro Ii ts, as we do. Indeed, this is a one period business, and to analyze if i l is profitcibk, 
one has Lo wait until the business is mature, in this case, until the new generation comes 
and huvs new bonds. 11 ., 

Second, we must wonder if such a financial institution woulc.l be considered 
healthy by a monetary authority. The introduction of a monetary authority in this econ
omy mny seem artificial, given that money has no natural interpretation here due to that, 
onct: again, there is no trade between the goods "the good today" and "the good tomor-
1"0\\·'. '' ·fruc, but in any event, if one insists on the existence of an institution in charge 
of the supervision of the hank's behavior, 1~thc situation is not dangerous for society. In 
any financial institution in real life, one may find particular moments when its net V.'orth 
is negative, that is, without the ability to cover the deposits. What matters is the hank's 
ability to pay the debt at the correct time. To the contrary, the monetary authority -.vould 
force the bank to contra<.:t a new debt at a very high interest rate or, in the worst case, 
would force the institution to shut down. During the day, banks may have a negative 
net worth, but at the end of the day, if they are in deht, they can go to the overnight 
market and cover it, or they may even accept being in debt, provid1:<l that they have no 
deht at. the end of the natural period of the economy -28 days in many countries in real 

10 
( I + n) is the gross population growth. 

11 Indeed. it is a business as nrnny business in real life. Think of working the land. The busincs,; 
man may need funds to begin with. Imagine thot !H: decides to i5suc honds, which promise an interesl 
rate for tbe 11cx I year. This bu.si11css man is in debl during the whole year, but at the moment the interest 
promised by the bonds has to be pHid, if the harvest is good enough, be will pay the dcht and the busi11css 
goes on. 

I'.! In real life, banks and fi11ancial institutiom are heavily regulated. 

5 
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Iii<.:-. In our economy something sin1ilar is happening, Until the bank receives the ne\A.· 
assets, it is in dcbl, bul at the moment the return of lhe bonds has to be p;:iid, the bank 
l'.an paid the debt. Period by period -this is the natural period in our economy and the 
nawra I period of Lhe bank's business- the bank is contracting new dehts. but period by 
period is paying the old debt no consumer would he disappointc:d. Thus the monetary 
authority. ii' it t:xists, would consider thl~ bank healthy. 

Ill. Tlie Model 

Time is discrete,/, = 0, l: 2, ... At each f, a generation of agents is born and lives for two 
periods. There is only one good in each period which is perishable. In the first period 
of their life, agents receive a fixed endowment or they \\'ork for it, which we nom1alizc 
tu 1. The second period they receive nothing. 

Agents have an intertemporal utility function 

·u(co,<:1) - a (co) I /111.(c1) 

\Vhere c0 , r 1 are the consumption levels in the first and second period of their lives and 
ti is a positive real number. 

We take the instantaneous utility to be u(c) - ln(r,), which 1ncans the intertem
poral utility is of the Cobb-Douglas type. 

For each generation t, we dcnole their consumption decisions by 
c(t) = (,:o(f), e1 (l + 1)). 

The size of generation /. is N1. There is an exogenous gross population growlh 
rate '-Y > 0. that is, IV1+ 1 - ·, N, Vt ~ 0. 

There is a bond that promises to pay 1 I· r1_ units of the good tomorrow per unit of 
the good today, so that the price of the bond is 1jr,. , in terms of the good today. Agents 
born at t can save part of lheir endowment this period through the bon<l market and get 
it repaid next period. The interest rate then between pe-riod t and period t + 1 is given 
by r1.- and we denote R1. = l + r1. 

Agents face the following optimization problem: 

nH1.x v, ( c 0 ( t) , c 1 ( t -+- l ) ) } 
8.t. Ri Cl - cu(I.)) - <:1(t + l) ::-:-: 0 

The feasibility condition for the t!conomy at time/. 2: l is: 

iVt ? N,r:0 (t) + lv't-1<.:1 (t) 

Dividing by l\r, 1 , 

( 1 ) 

~l 2: '}Co(t) + C1 (t) (2) 
At time 0, there an:. only young agents in the population and hcrn:.e the feasibility 

condition is 

that is (dividing by Ni1), 
l 2 co(O) (3) 

foollowing the denomination ofRadner (1972), we define: 

6 
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Definition I A sel/Uence ( ( c( t), U1 );x,:__n is a pseudo-equilibrium i/fhr all t .> 0. c( l) 
sofre.\ (I/, (2) is satisfied/or all t ~ 0 and (3) is salisfied at t = 0. 

lk' The results 

1 he Garden of Eden £co no my 

For the given utility function, provided Lhat fl, > 0, the Jirsl order conditions 
are necessary and suffic1ent for an optimum of the consumer's problem ( 1 ). We ohm in: 

c-, (t r 1) - BRt<:o(t) 

and tht' restriction. Substituting, we obtain 
. ·1 . . DR, 

C(I (f) - ( l + /,) , (; l (f + 1) = ( l + ;, ) 

From th!.'. frasibility condition at time zero (3) Wt' obtain 
1 

l> ·-
(1 -j /1) 

(4) 

(5) 

which is trivially satisfied. Nott! that since 0 < .{J, Lhis last condition is satisfied with 
inequality not deptmding on the v.:1lue of the interest rate, consequcnlly resources arc 
wast1:d. 

From the feasibility comlition for all t 2: 1(2), it follows: 

' 1 DRt-1 
1 ~ 1 ( l + /J) + (1 + /J) (6) 

which is satisfied for all stationary gross interest rates R ::S ''I, and in particular for 
fl - /· 

Result 1: (f H, = ,..rfor -t 2':'. 0, !he corresponding pseudo- equilibrium program 
from t 2'. 0 is exacl~V the Golden Rule. Thus, by thnrwing away resources. the Golden 
Rule is achieved without delay 

It is pertinent to point out some technical details, although they have a very 
intuitive economic sense. 

Remark 1 First. notice that if flt < 0, the consumer's problem has no solution be
cause he will consume an infinite tjuantity of the good today and tomorrow, and hence 
then: is no equilibriwn in this case. I Iowever, R1 :::; 0 corresponds lo the case when 
~l :::; 0. On the other hand, from the definition of~/, we have that ",r ~ 0. Now. if ·1 --:-= 0 
then people are not having children and tht!refore the whole economy dies at time J 
and equilibrium should not be found. 

Remark 2 Second, observe that even when R 1 >- 0 (or 1 > 0) for all t 2: 0, there 
is never an equilibrium if the agents avoid starvation and we impose the feasibility 
condition with equality in a Garden of the E<len economy. Mure formally, iflhe agents' 
utility function is such that zero co11sumpt1on at the second period of lite can never be 

7 
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an optimal solution, then there is no equilihrium. The reason is simple. The condition 
(3) imposed with equality implies zero consumption at ti1T1e one lor Adam and Eve, 
and this, by assumption. cannot be optimal. Here we have a simple although subtle 
detail w-hich was neither taken into account in the paper hy Samuelson (1958) nor in 
the paper by Oale (1973). 

lhe General Samuelson Case 

For the sake of transparency. we decided to present the Garden of Eden economy 
first and with detail assuming Cobh-Douglas utility functions. Nonetheless, as already 
mentioned, the most reasonable framework is to nssutnl'. arbitrary utility functions in 
a Samuelson world (that is, when young people's optimal consumption in the Golden 
Ruk program is lower than the first period endowment) and that the economy comes 
from the past, taking at time zero the consumption of the old people as given. Formally, 
\Ve assume that at Lime zero there arc No old people consuming c1 (0) and from t ?:'. 0 
the population grows at a rate '"r - I, so that at Lime one there arc N0-y young people. 
Fvery generation from t ~()face the following optimization problem: 

1nax ·1t (co(t), c1 (t I l )) } 
8. t. R, ( l - I'.() (I)) ~ ( (' - (; I ( t + 1)) ~ 0 ' 

where c is the endowment in the second period, and u(r:0 , c1) is now an arhitrnry utility 
function. 

The Golden Rule is defined as a constant program c(t) -= (r:~;R, <fR) l'or t :> 0 
such that ( Ch: R, c'/ R) solves 

ntHx ·11. (c:0 , <:1) } 

s. t. r:,· ( 1 - co) + (e - c 1 ) 2 o • (7) 

The Samuelson case then is formally defined when cgu < l. 
The feasibility condition for t ~ 0 in this context is as follows: 

'Y + r 2 1'<:o(t) + c1(t). (8) 

The definition of a pseudo-equilibrium in this case is totally analogue. 
Now we assume that u. is such that CiJ:H < 1 and that the economy is in an equi

librium r. 1':(t) - (c/f(t),cf(t +- 1)) from t ~, 0 such thal c/f(O) = h + e - c1(0)) /-r
where c1 (0) is the consumplion of the old people at time zero. Notice that we are as
suming the feasibility condition (8) with equality. 1\iow we apply the result proven in 
Gale (1973), tlrnt is, we assume that r.-1 (0) is close enough lo e so thZJt local stability 
holds, that is: cE ( t) > ( l, e). Hence. there exists a T such that for all t > T, we have 
c[/ 11 < c/;7( t). 'fake one such a f, let's say T + l. Now notice that the feasibility condition 
for the young generation at T I ·1 is satislied (not with equality) if the young people 
choose cf/H instead of c,f U' + 1 ). thus the same reasoning as in the Garden of Economy 
can he applied here, so that from '1' + l the economy reaches the Gallien Rule program. 

Result 2: r·or any OLG economy in the Samuelson Case such that c1 (0) is close 
enough lo e . it is possihle lo construct a pseudu-equilihrium that reaches the Golden 
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Rule sooner or later. 

Remark 3 Notice that till'. resull applies to any situation in which there exists an cqui
lihrillln sut:.h that there exists a T v.rith thL'. property that <{N < ,:ft\1'). It is fair then 
to wonder if it possible Lo find OLG economies for which cf( 11 > rk(t) for all l 2 0 
and such that for all t > 0, <: 1 (t) is never dose enough toe:. 

Remark 4 In Geanakoplos (1987} Lhe differences between the Arrow-Dehreu model 
and OLG models are clenrly highlighted. For the two period modds Lhat we consider 
here, the most important differences arc in relation to the indeterminacy and the non
optimality of the equi Ii briurn, be(:.ause here money may haw a positive value but. as 
already renrnrkl'.d, makes little sense in vicv-.-- of"lhe fact that there is no trade of goods in 
our 111udd. One of the questions was: Why may the equilibrium not be optimal in OLG 
models? In general. il does not seem to be easy Lu find a simple answer. Nevertheless. 
at least for the examples studied here, our point of view suggesls the possibility or a 
simple answer: If we allow for the free disposal property to hold, optimality can be 
obtained. 1

-' Thus, the only poinl lo take into account is the feasibility condition. 
Remark 5 Notice lhat whenever the price dfoct of the good c1 on the demand of 

good c0 is zero and both c0 an<l c1 are desirable (so that in equilihrium we must have 
R1(l - c(t(t. + 1)) +c · l'. 1 (t} - 0 for all l ?~ fl), and agents avoid starvation, as 
all Cobh-Douglas utility functions, the condition Rt, S : for all { 2 0 is always true 
in any two period OLfi economy with endowment (1 1 0) in every period. Follu\ving 
Cass and Yc1ari (1966), if ( (ck(t), 1:r(t+ 1)), Rt)c,:.O denotes an equilibriumora pseudo
equilibrium in a two period OLG economy , then we have: 

,. i,; r,; I 1 
ct/ ( t - 1) - r~ ( t) + c/ (I.) (- - --:) 2: 0 

R1-1 -, 

for all t 2- l. Now, under the assumption that the price effect of the goo<l c1 on the 
demand of good Co is zero, it is true that cff ( t) = cff (I. - 1) for all t 2: I. Therefore, 
n S. 1• for al I /, 2: 0, provided that cf ( f,) > 0 for all t -?: l, which is the case if agents 
avoid starvation. Observe thal the following inequality 

1'(1 - c:/;'(t)) -· li'1--1(1 - cff(t - 1)) 2: (L 

also holds for all t 2: l, even with endowment (l, e), so that for any equilibrium such 
thal cf ( t) < 1 for aJI l 2 1, we also obtain Ht S: "Y for all t 2: U. It is pertinent then to 
ask u ndcr what conditions an c4 ui Ii bri urn is such that cff ( t) < l for al 1 /. 2 1 even with 
endmvment (1, t') -/- (l: 0). With Cobb-Douglas utility fum:tions the condition is that 
e be small enough. We conjecture that for more general utility functions ( satisfying 
tlrnt thc price effect of the good c: 1 on the demand of good c:0 is zero and both ,:0 and 
< 1 are desirable), Lhe condition ck(!.) < 1 for all t 2: 1 is also obtained provided that c 
is small enough. 

11 I nte1temporal optimality, in tht! :,en~L: of Starret ( 1973 ). The J'i.-.rl generation always clln be 
better off. 
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J( Final Comme11ts 

At first glance, th.; argument suggesting thal a Garden of Eden economy cannot con
vcrgL'. to the Golden Ruic SL'.~ms convincing. Ncvcrthdess. when one tric:s to imagine 
what \Votild happen if \Ve v.-'ere i ndecd in that economy, a very bad feeling comes over 
us: ls there no way out or this sort of suicide? Our answer was yes. tbL're should he 
a way out, and indeed the un.nH:r is yes. there is a way out. providing we do prder 
the bonds and throw away goods instead of dying when young. 1t comes down to the 
question: Do we indeed prefer to die when young _just bcL:ause we have to throw away 
goods? Our guess i:s that people w1tJ1 common sense would create the bonds. 

Another fact that should be pointed out is the following. From the feasibil
ity condition lor t ~ 1 (6), it is ckar that not only is there a great deal of stalionary 
pscudo-cquilihria but thLTe is also a great deal or non-stationary psut:do-equilihri,L In 
fact. any sequence {R,},~0 satisfying (6) fort 2 0 is a pseudo-equilibrium. J\iev
cnhdess. it is important lo note how dear it is that the only interlemporal opt.imurn 
pseudo-equilibrium in the sense of Starret ( 1972) is the one whose interest rate is equal 
to the growth rak. Indeed, any gross inlerest rate lower than the grmvth rate would 
waste resources. Of the possible rates. the larger is the grov,rth rate, and people opti
mize assuming the growth rate as the interest rate of the bond market, hence there is 
no \Vay to improve any generation. Ob:serve that this interpretation can be applied to 
the class of OLG economic:s with utility functions satisfying that thL'. price effect ofthL: 
good r; 1 on the demand of good ,'.0 is zero and hoth e0 and c1 are desirable (see Remark 
5). 

Another problem stemming from the previous comment is the indeterminacy 
or lhe equilihr1um. Clearly, this indeterminacy comes from thL: fact that neither the 
consumer constraint nor the feasibility constraints are imposed with equality. However, 
\\-'e insist here on the fact that these assumptions are quite reasonahle from an economic 
point of view: In real life, markets may dear or may not clear, this is the only thing 
that ·.vc know for sure. lt is not the purpose of this paper to present a general theory 
to solve this controversy. But, in our examples, that indeterminacy can be overcome 
by assuming that there arc many people like Mr. Smart that may want to engage in 
Lhe business, so thal any one of them offering a lower interest rate than the others wi II 
lose all his demand. Thus. it is obvious that all of them will choose to offer the growth 
rate of the population, the largest one, as the interest rate_ In this way, the market for 
bonds would be a competitive market in which managers cannot manipulate prices. 
This la.st interpretation has a very good consequence, that is. we obtain an answer for 
the existence of positive interest rntes: Positive interest ratt:.s exist hecausc Business 
i\rfen arc able to guess that a business may be profitable and hcnL:e they engage in an 
enterprise and oifor positive interest rates. in co11juction with people·s necessity to save 
(in thL· extreme situation where people have nothing during the second period, time 
preference or impatience to spend income. obviously, does not matter in order to explain 
positive interest rates). Mr_ Smart is just a Business Man who .sees that: a business can 
work and decides to hecomc a manager, and oilers positive interest rates -exactly the 
gro,vth rate of population- just because otherwise he would lose his demand and no 
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business would be possible for him. 
Some other remarks rdatcd to the issue of explaining positive intcrt:sl rates, and 

to the ~ignifiea.11<.:-e of modeling real rmu.:roeconomic questions through Of.G models (or 
through any kind of general equilibrium rn::u.'.roeconomic model using microeconomic 
foundations), are in order. 

First. notict: that in the paper by Gale ( 1973) it is argued that the most interesting 
case li-orn the point of view of economic theory is '"The Classical Case," in \:vhich 
resources arc scarce in the earlier periods of the economy and plentiti..11 in the later, in 
order tu obtain some insight in relation to the theory of economic growth. in the sense 
of improving standards of living. 14 On the other hand, from our example, it is dear that 
the "Samuelson Case" has al least one common sense interpretation in which indeed 
people arc at the. Golden Rule from Lhe very heginning (with endowmcnl 0: 0)). and 
he.nee even faster than in a typical "Classical Case." 1

' On tht· other hand, even in the 
general Samuelson case, as we showed in Section IV, there are common sense psudu
t:quilihria the reach the Golden Ruic sooner or later. improving profoundly lhe standard 
of living. given that the non-lrade equilibrium is not optinrnl. 

Second. given our intcrprdalion. we think that in order to give a Lheoretical 
ck:scription of positive interest rates, the Samuelson Case would be one of the most 
appropriate regarding snme circumstances. As we have dearly sho\.vn in our example, 
in a Samuelson world, the growth rate would be not only something very convt:nient, 
but also the most reasonable interest rate. Notwithstanding, we slress here that our 
opinion is that neither the Samuelson Case nor the Classical case can provide a general 
answt:r to the existence of positive interest rates, because both are too simple. foor a 
two period OLG model, the Samuelson Case is the most reasonable assumption, and il 
provides very good intuitive insight. The crucial point then is to identify precisely the 
circumstam;es to which a model can be applied_ 

Third, remember that due lo Bohm 's third reason for positive inkrest rates when 
applied to the Samuelson case, one apparently only finds rn:gative interest rales, hut we 
find posilive interest rates, which is, to our understanding, the most reasonablt: result in 
a real Samuelson world_ This begs the question: Is Lhe low of the supply and demand 
failing in our example? ft may he.ftiiling, and the reason for this failure is that people 
avoid starvaLion and decide to Lhrow away goods. Another reason. which we consider 
the answer, is that th~ model as it is, cannot be considered a model in which people arc 
trading goods today and goods tomorrow, so that a demand's low is an empty concept in 
rdalion to the goods ur endowments. 0 f course, peoplt: trade, hut they Lrade bonds, and 
in this market, as already shown, a deman<l's low applies_ However. in relation to Roh
m's third reason of positive intt::rest rates, we v.--ould sti I l like to a<l<l one more comment. 
The argument of net productivity was understood in the nan-ow sense of endowm~nts. 
lnlit:e<l, one can intcrprt!t the population growing as net productivity in a broader sense. 
De fal:lo, our business man understood that there was some net productivity in the so-

--
11 Neverthclc~.~, as Uale showc<.J in the Classical Case, the non-trade Cl]Uilibrium is optimal so 

lhHI there are no inccnlives; to trade at all. no incentives to deviate from the initial endowments, a11<.J the 
ci;onomy '>lays on this path forever. 

i.•, Obviously; only when the non-.lrade program i~ not optimal. as it is in general. 
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ciety. from this point of viev.~ there is nn L'.tmtradiction betv~·cen Bohm ·s argument anJ 
Samuelson's argument. 

rourth, one should realize the following fact. All the disr..'.ussions and controvr..T
sial results are exclusively due Lo the fact that pcoplt! impose the feasibility condition 
with equality. On the other hand. following our point of view, the entire class or func
tions that display aversion to starvation shows that the equilibrium outcome is not a 
reasonable orn;\ whereas our pseudo-equilibrium provides a very intuitive outcome and 
is not in contradiction with a competitive interpretation of it. In this way, our paper can 
be used as an argument in favor of disequilibrium analysis. 

There is still one more comment in this respect. The model admits from the 
very beginning a way of transferring value. Thus, when people say •'if we introduce 
money in the model," or "if we introduce bonds in the model". or even when they 
say '· if \VC introduce a social security system," this can only be a way of speaking. 
The model admits all these interpretations. so that. strictly speaking, it assumes any of 
thesi;. The point is that equilibrium is a kind of dynamic steady slate, from whil'.h, once 
reached. there are no incentives tu deviate. Rut the model as it is, describes neither how 
the ~quilibrium is reached nor why it is reached. Therefore. any assertion in relation 
to how or why the equilibrium is reached, is outside of the model and not a logical 
consequence of it. 

Finally, we would like to emphasize the fact that from our interpretation tfwre is 
no need for governmental action and the result is not paradoxical,just the market a free 
market for bonds is sullicient. There is nu contradiction with a laissez-faire economy 
and nothing mistaken about the mathematical solution of the model. Of course, ii' we in
sist on thinking that Samuelson's model is a pure exchange model, then it is paradoxical 
because an young people are creditors and hence there are no debtors. However, fol
lowing from our interpretation, the dehtors arc represented by an institution, the bank. 
On the other hand, in real life, for the sake of savings, most debtors are chiefly banks 
and financial institutions, and in fact they offer positive interest rates hecause they have 
invested in another business that promises to pay them a higher interest rate. 
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